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”For something to exist, it has to be observed. For something to
exist, it has to have a position in time and space. And this ex-
plains why nine-tenths of the mass of the universe is unaccounted
for. Nine-tenths of the universe is the knowledge of the position
and direction of everything in the other tenth... Nine-tenths of
the universe, in fact, is the paperwork.”
Terry Pratchett, Thief of Time

Abstract
First indications for the existence of Dark Matter appeared in 1933. The
astrophysicist Fritz Zwicky observed the velocity dispersion of the Coma
Cluster and found out that 400 times the visible mass must be contained
in the galaxy cluster or the cluster could not be gravitationally bound and
would disperse.
Despite extensive efforts over the last 80 years not much is known about Dark
Matter. The facts known are that Dark Matter interacts via gravitation, does
not interact electromagneticly and is the main constituent of matter. But
current experiment searching for Dark Matter directly and indirectly begin
to reach sensitivities that can probe interesting parameter spaces for Dark
Matter candidates like the lightest supersymmetric particle, meaning the first
Dark Matter detections could happen in the near future.
In this thesis a dwarf stacking analysis for Dark Matter signal search using
H.E.S.S. data is performed and a upper limit is calculated. Furthermore the
prospect for a Dark Matter search with CTA in the galactic center region
of the Milky Way is presented for different candidate arrays and different
annihilation channels. The results will show that CTA will be able to reach
velocity annihilation below 3 · 10−26 cm3s−1, the velocity annihilation cross-
section expected for a weakly interacting Dark Matter particle, within 100 h
of observation which can reasonably be acquired within one to two years.
ii
Zusammenfassung
Erste Anzeichen für die Existenz von Dunkler Materie wurden 1933 entdeckt.
Der Astrophysiker Fritz Zwicky beobachtete die Geschwindigkeitsverteilung
im Coma Cluster und fand dabei heraus, dass 400 mal mehr Materie im
Galaxie Haufen sein muss, damit dieser gravitativ gebunden sein kann oder
der Galaxie Haufen würde sich auflösen.
Trotz erheblicher Bemühungen über die letzten 80 Jahre ist nicht viel über
Dunkle Materie bekannt. Das einzige was man weiß ist, dass Dunkle Materie
gravitativ aber nicht elektromagnetisch wechselwirkt und Dunkle Materie
stellt den größten Bestandteil der Materie im Universum da. Doch derzeitige
Experimente die nach Dunkler Materie suchen, sowohl direkte Suchen als
auch indirekte, beginnen sensitiv genug zu werden um interessante Parame-
terbereiche von Dunkle Materie Kandidaten zu untersuchen wie das leichteste
Super-symmetrische Teilchen, was bedeutet, dass die Entdeckung von Dun-
kler Materie in der nahen Zukunft sein könnte.
In dieser Arbeit wird eine Signalsummierung von H.E.S.S. Zwerg Galaxien
Daten durchgeführt und obere Ausschlussgrenzen berechnet. Weiterhin wird
die Leistung einer Dunklen Materie Suche im galaktischen Zentrum durch
CTA präsentiert für verschiedene mögliche Teleskop Anordnungen und ver-
schiedene Annihilation Kanäle. Die Ergebnisse werden zeigen, dass CTA in
der Lage sein wird geschwindigkeitsgemittelte Annihilations Wirkungsquer-
schnitte von 3 · 10−26 cm3s−1 und geringer, der geschwindigkeitsgemittelte
Annihilations Wirkungsquerschnitt der für schwach wechselwirkende Dunkle
Materie erwartet wird, in 100 h zu erreichen. Diese Beobachtungszeit kann
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First indications for the existence of Dark Matter (DM) appeared in 1933.
The astrophysicist Fritz Zwicky observed the velocity dispersion of the Coma
Cluster and found out that 400 times the visible mass must be contained in
the galaxy cluster or the cluster could not be gravitationally bound and would
disperse.
Over time more and more evidence was found in astronomical objects ranging
from galactic scales up to cosmological scales. Today DM is a well accepted
idea. It is known that around 84.6% of all matter in the Universe consists of
DM meaning that DM is more important for structure formation and evolu-
tion of the Universe than ordinary matter.
Despite extensive efforts over the last 80 years not much is known about
DM. The facts known are that DM interacts via gravitation, does not in-
teract electromagneticly and is the main constituent of matter. But current
experiment searching for DM directly and indirectly begin to reach sensitiv-
ities that can probe interesting parameter spaces for DM candidates like the
Lightest Super-Symmetric Particle (LSP), meaning the first DM detections
could happen in the near future.
Furthermore the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) began operation in 2010 with
a center of mass energy of 7 TeV. In the proton-proton collisions DM could
be produced and would lead to high missing energy in the events. Currently
(2013) LHC is in a shutdown for an upgrade. After the upgrade LHC will
reach center of mass energies of 14 TeV and will be able to probe a wider
parameter space of DM candidates. But even if LHC detects a possible can-
didate particle LHC will not be able to prove that the particle is indeed DM,
here direct and indirect experiments will still be needed.
This thesis is structured as follows. In Section 2 first some evidence for
the existence of DM will be presented followed by a list of candidates and
after that an explanation of some experiments designed to directly and indi-
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rectly detect DM. In Section 3 the detection technique used in ground-based
gamma-ray astronomy is described with the current High Energy Spectro-
scopic System (H.E.S.S.) experiment and the future Cherenkov Telescope
Array (CTA) as examples. After these introductory sections DM searches
with H.E.S.S. and CTA are presented in the chapters 4 and 5, respectively.
Appendix A explains the details of the parameter optimization needed for
the analysis in Chapter 4.
In appendix B the work done by the author on the CTA Medium Sized
Telescope (MST) prototype, namely the integration of a weather station, is
described. This includes the implementation of communication between the
CTA array control software and an OPC UA server and data storage in a
MySQL data base. As regards content the Appendix B is separated from the
physics discussed in this thesis.
2
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Chapter 2
Dark Matter
DM accounts for 24% of the mass-energy-budget and 84.6% of the matter in
the Universe. Although DM is the most abundant form of matter it is not
known what the nature of DM is. Determining the nature of DM is one of
the most important issues in astronomy and particle physics today.
This chapter introduces evidence of DM and the known properties of DM.
After that a short introduction into direct and indirect DM searches is pre-
sented.
2.1 Evidence for Dark Matter
This section contains a small and by far not complete list of evidence for
the existence of DM from astrophysics and cosmology. For a more in depth
description see [1] and references in there.
Galaxy clusters
In 1933 Fritz Zwicky observed the velocity dispersion of galaxies in the
Coma galaxy cluster [2]. Assuming that the cluster is stable and using the
viral theorem he estimated that the cluster must be 400 times more massive
than the visible mass suggests.
In recent times gravitational lensing strengthened Zwicky’s results [3]. Fur-
thermore gravitational lensing allowed to make DM ”visible” in colliding
galaxy clusters like 1E0657-558 (also known as the bullet cluster) [4]. In the
collision the intergalactic plasma is separated from DM. The intergalactic
plasma contains the majority of the baryonic mass in the galaxy cluster, but
when probing the mass distribution with gravitational lensing the center of
mass is reconstructed at the position of the stars because like the stars DM
is collisionless and did therefore not separate from its host galaxies and DM
3
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accounts for far more mass than the intergalactic gas.
Galaxy rotation curves
The most commonly known proof for the existence of DM are rotation
curves of galaxies. By measuring the Doppler shift of stars and hydrogen gas
a velocity profile of the galaxy can be obtained. For a gravitationally bound






where V (R) is the velocity as a function of the distance R to the galaxy
center and M (R) the mass contained in the radius R. While the inner parts
of the profile depends on the structure inside the galaxy and is difficult to
predict, the profile that extends beyond the visible part of the galaxy is easy
to predict. At large radii, where the mass does not increase significantly any






Every velocity profile of any galaxy should start to fall as R−0.5 indepen-
dent on the inner structure. But actual measurements like seen in Figure
2.1 (extracted from [5]) show that the velocity stays constant far beyond the
visible part of the galaxy. The dashed line in the figure shows the expected
rotation velocity as derived from the visible mass. The dotted line shows the
contribution of interstellar gas. Both components together can not explain
the shape of the rotation curve, a dark halo (indicated by the dashed dot-
ted line) must be introduced. The flat rotation curve could in principle be
explained by Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) theories, extensions
of the theory of gravitation which modify the gravitational force at higher
distances. But MOND theories can not explain results from colliding galaxy
clusters, see above, and results from Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
measurements, see below. Therefore a DM halo around galaxies is postu-
lated.
Cosmic Microwave Background
After the Big Bang the Universe was opaque for photons because the elec-
trons and protons had kinetic energies so high that they could not form
bound states and could therefore easily absorb any photon regardless of the
photon energy. Due to the cosmic expansion the electrons lost energy until
4
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Figure 2.1: Rotation curve of the galaxy NGC 6503. The star’s velocity does not
decrease at high distances from the galaxies center as the luminous matter would
suggest (dashed line) but instead stays constant after ≈ 3 kpc. This behavior
can be explained by introducing a dark halo around the galaxy, indicated by the
dashed dotted line. The dotted line shows the contribution of interstellar gas.
Figure extracted from [5].
the energy was lower than the bounding energy of hydrogen, leading to the
formation of hydrogen and the decoupling of the photons. The photons of
that time propagated through the Universe and were red-shifted by the cos-
mic expansion to the Microwave regime. These photons are known as the
CMB.
Many cosmological parameters left imprints on the temperature fluctuations
of the CMB as shown in [6]. Two interesting parameters for DM are Ωmh
2
the energy density of mass in the Universe and Ωbh
2 the energy density of
baryonic matter. In absence of DM both numbers should be equal. Recent
results by the Plank satellite [6] yield
Ωbh
2 = 0.02205± 0.00028
Ωmh
2 = 0.1426± 0.0025.
Ωmh
2 is by a factor of around 6.5 lager than Ωbh
2 making it clear that baryons
are only the tip of the iceberg.
Moreover from CMB data combined with N-body simulations and large-
scale structure observations we know that DM must be ”cold” meaning that
5
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DM particles had non-relativistic speed when they dropped out of thermal
equilibrium. For this kind of DM candidates the relic density at freeze-out
can be expressed as
Ωχh




giving a rather strict prediction on the DM’s velocity weighted annihilation
cross-section 〈σanniv〉. This prediction is important because it gives a strong
expectation value for DM annihilation cross-section.
2.2 Dark Matter Candidates
Over the years many different candidates were considered. Obvious candi-
dates like Massive Compact Halo Objectss (MACHOs), e.g. brown dwarfs,
black holes and neutron stars that can not be directly observed could not
explain DM [7]. Even modifications of the gravitation theory like MOND
theories [8] were considered. MOND theories modify the strength of gravity
at large distances. While MOND can explain galactic rotation curves it can
not explain other effects of DM, see previous section.
Neutrinos produced in the Big Bang are known to contribute to the DM con-
tent of the Universe. But with a mass < 2 eV [9] neutrinos had relativistic
speeds when they dropped out of thermal equilibrium in the early Universe
making them ”hot” DM. As explained in the last section DM must be cold
to explain the observed large structure formation, so neutrinos can not con-
stitute a significant amount to the DM content.
Over time many more candidates were excluded. Two still promising candi-
dates, but not the only ones left, are Axions and Weakly Interacting Massive
Particles (WIMPs).
Axions
Axions were introduced to solve the strong CP problem [10]. While in prin-
ciple CP violation could appear in strong interactions, until today it was not
observed. To explain the absence of CP violation in the strong interaction
a scalar field can be postulated which introduces a new particle, the axion.
Axions can convert to photons in a magnetic field and vice versa. Axions
are expect to have masses in the order of keV [11] making it impossible for
Cherenkov telescopes to measure any signal directly from axions. But be-
cause photons can convert into axions and vice versa, the existence of axions
6
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could be shown by their imprint on the gamma-ray spectra of astrophysical
sources such as blazars [12,13].
WIMPs
Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) are actually not a specific
particle species but a class of particles. As the name suggests WIMPs interact
via the weak force and are massive, so massive that they contribute to cold
DM. Additionally, typical annihilation cross-sections for weakly interacting
particles are around 10−26 cm3/s meaning the relic density for WIMPs is,
according to Equation (2.2), is in the right order of magnitude to explain the
CMB structure. This coincidence is known as the WIMP miracle.
But the most important aspect about WIMPs with respect to DM is that
extensions of the Standard Model (SM) like Supersymmetry (SUSY), that
try to answer problems the SM can not answer and were not introduced to
explain DM, predict new weakly interacting massive particles that are stable,
or have a half life in the order of the age of the Universe, like the LSP.
These new particles are perfect WIMP candidates that could be detectable
for Cherenkov telescopes. In the remainder of this thesis it is assumed that
DM consists of WIMPs.
2.3 Direct Searches for Dark Matter
Direct DM searches are trying to observe collisions of DM particles with
normal matter. To detect the few expected DM events a huge background
must be suppressed. Therefore direct detection experiments are based deep
underground to reduce background induced by cosmic rays. Shielding further
reduces background stemming from cosmic rays and ambient radioactivity.
Furthermore materials used in the experiment must be as clean of radioactive
isotopes as possible.
But still SM particles can reach the detector, especially neutrinos and muons.
To discriminate DM events from normal events the experiments take different
approaches. Atoms hit by DM or other particles can produce, depending on
the medium, ionization, phonons and scintillation. The energy deposited in
the three signatures depends on the incident particle. By using correlation
between two measured properties background events can be excluded.
Here, two of this experiments should be mentioned as examples. For a more
in-depth review of direct experiments see [14].
7
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XENON100
XENON100 is a dual phase Time-Projection Chamber (TCP) equipped with
242 Photo Multiplier Tubes (PMTs) at the Gran Sasso underground labora-
tory using 100 kg of liquid xenon as target material [15]. The signal consists
of two parts. An interaction in the xenon creates a prompt scintillation sig-
nal (S1) and ionizes atoms. The ions drift through the TCP and produce a
secondary scintillation signal in the gas phase (S2). The ratio S1/S2 is sensi-
tive to the interaction type and is used to discriminate hadronic interactions
from electro-magnetic interactions. Furthermore the position of the interac-
tion vertex can be reconstructed to exclude events close to the detector walls
which are most likely induced by radioactivity in the surrounding materials.
The recent upper-limits for spin-independent interactions from XENON100
can be seen in Figure 2.2. Shown are also limits from other experiments in-
cluding the results of the Dark Matter (DAMA) experiment, see next para-
graph. The grey area in the figure denotes the Constrained Minimal Su-
persymmetric Extension of the Standard Model (cMSSM) parameter space.
As can be seen XENON100 starts to probe the interesting parameter space.
XENON100 will be soon upgraded to XENON1t (increasing the target ma-
terial from 100 kg to 1 t) and will then probe the SUSY parameter space even
further.
DAMA Experiment
DAMA has a different approach to background suppression. Instead of dis-
criminating the background events DAMA searches for a modulation of the
event rate over the year due to the relative motion of the Earth around the
sun to the motion of the solar system around the galaxy [16]. This move-
ment should lead to a yearly modulation of the event rate. DAMA has found
such a yearly modulation in its data [16]. The resulting spin-independent
cross-section can be seen in Figure 2.2. The problem with the result is, that
the signal region of DAMA is already excluded by other more sensitive ex-
periments.
A possible explanation that can reconcile the different experimental results
is that the interaction is spin-dependent [17, 18]. In that case DAMA would
be more sensitive and other experiments would not have excluded the signal
region. The interpretation of the DAMA results is strengthened by Co-
GeNT [19] a similar experiment searching for a yearly modulation of event
rates. Still the results are not conclusive and are under debate. It will take
further investigations to reach conclusion. Cherenkov telescopes will prob-
ably not be able to help solving the contradictions due to the low implied
8
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Figure 2.2: Spin-independent WIMP-Nucleon cross section limits for several
direct DM searches. The best XENON100 limit is compared to limits from several
other limits, including DAMA. The gray areas denote the parameter space of the
cMSSM that is still in accordance with searches at the LHC. Figure extracted
from [15].
mass of around 10 GeV.
2.4 Indirect Searches for Dark Matter
Indirect DM searches are looking for secondary particles produced in a DM
annihilation or decay. Interesting messenger particles are positrons, anti-
protons, neutrinos and photons.
Due to the galactic magnetic fields charged messenger particles travel on bent
trajectories. Therefore the origin of the particles can not be reconstructed but
the annihilation products could lead to an excess over the diffuse background
flux. Such an excess was found by the PAMELA satellite [20] in the positron
flux. The result was confirmed by the FERMI satellite [21]. The excess can
be interpreted as a 3 TeV DM particle mainly annihilating into τ+τ− with an
annihilation cross-section of 2 · 10−22 cm3/s [22]. For a thermal DM particle
the annihilation cross-section is quite high disfavoring the DM interpretation.
Furthermore the uncertainties on the background model for cosmic rays are
high and there are astrophysical explanations. For example a nearby pulsar
could also produce the positron excess [23].
Neutral particles have the advantage that they are propagating on straight
9
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paths and the source can be reconstructed readily.
Due to the weak interaction of neutrinos they reach Earth without absorption
but for the same reason neutrino detectors like IceCube [24] or Antares [25]
have to cover huge volumes to be sensitive enough .
The last, and for this work the most important, messenger particle that will
be mentioned here is the photon. The annihilation reaction
χ+ χ→ γ + γ
leads to a mono-energetic gamma-ray line with a photon energy correspond-
ing to the DM mass, a smoking gun signature. Unfortunately DM does not
directly couple to photons and therefore the reaction is loop-suppressed, but
noteworthy Fermi observed a line-like excess at around 130 GeV [26]. The
nature of the 130 GeV excess is still under study.
Another promising strategy is to look for a continuous gamma-ray spectrum
with a cut-off at the DM mass. In this case the photons are not directly
produced but are created as secondary products by fermions and bosons
originating from the annihilation. Assuming a photon spectrum dNγ
dE
and a




















The first part is the particle physics factor and depends on the specific DM
model used. Especially the photon spectrum dNγ
dE
is sensitive to the DM
model. For this annihilation spectrum used in this work results of [27, 28]
were used. Furthermore it is assumed that DM only annihilates into one
channel. An important feature all annihilation spectra of DM have is, that
no photons with energies above the DM mass are produced because all DM
in the Universe is expected to have small kinetic energies. This means the
spectra have a sharp cut off at the DM mass which is not expected for as-
trophysical gamma-ray sources.
The second factor is the astrophysical factor that only depends on the dis-
tribution of DM in the observed solid angle ∆Ω. As discussed in the next
paragraph the astrophysical factor plays an important role in the selection
of interesting objects for DM searches.
The astrophysical factor J is the only factor in Equation 2.3 that depends
on the observed target and is defined as the line of sight (los) integral in the
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Due to the square dependence of J on the DM density the expected signal
is strongly dependent on the density making objects with high expected DM
densities more important than objects with higher over all DM content.
The DM halos of the Milky Way and of dwarf galaxies are expect to have
high DM densities in the central regions, but obtaining J for the inner parts
of galaxies or dwarf galaxies is not trivial. One way to deduce the DM density
is to measure the velocity of stars in the object. Together with measured gas
and star distributions the DM content can be reconstructed. Dust clouds,
which tend to be abundant in the central regions of galaxies, absorb light
which makes the analysis more complicated. Also only the velocity compo-
nent parallel to the line of sight is measurable introducing ambiguities.
Another way to estimate J is to use large N-body simulations. In N-body
simulations the large scale structure formation in the Universe is simulated
starting from the small density fluctuations seen in the CMB. Because dark
energy and DM account for ≈ 95% of the Universe energy Baryons are not
included in the simulations due to the small impact on large scale structures,
but on small scales, like halo cores, baryons are more important and can
modify the DM distribution. For example adiabatic contraction can enhance
the central regions [29] while super nova tend to delude the DM concentra-
tion in central regions of a halo [30].
The results of the large N-body simulations fit well with observed large scale
structures in Galaxy Redshift Surveys like 6dF [31]. A remarkable result
of the simulations is, that there seems to be a general density profile for










with the scaling parameter rs. The problem with the NFW profile is, that it
diverges at r = 0. Newer simulations favor the Einasto profile [34]











which flattens towards r = 0 and reaches a finite value. For a more detailed
review on DM halo profiles see [35].
In this work two different sources are used to get a J estimate. For the dwarf
galaxy stacking the used astrophysical factor was extracted from the velocity
dispersion of stars in the dwarf galaxy by G. Martinez [36]. For the DM halo
studies result of the Aquarius N-body [37] simulation were used.
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Chapter 3
Gamma-Ray Astronomy
In 1912 Victor Franz Hess discovered that highly energetic particles from
space, Cosmic Rays (CRs), hit the Earth’s atmosphere [38]. Philip Morrison
reviewed the prospect of high energy gamma-rays from neutral pion decay
and synchrotron radiation in astronomical objects in 1958 [39]. The Explorer
11 satellite measured for the first time cosmic gamma-rays in 1961 [40]. Fi-
nally in 1989 the first ground based gamma ray source detection by the
Whipple telescope was announced [41].
Today gamma-ray astronomy is a well established research field. More than
100 sources are known with some source types identified. Though this thesis
concentrates on DM searches a short introduction into classical astrophysical
gamma-ray sources will be given in this section to provide a background.
3.1 Sources Of Gamma-Rays
Very High Energy (E ≥ 100 GeV) (VHE) gamma-rays are believed to be
a secondary product, generated by primary CRs. Protons and heavier nu-
clei can produce gamma-rays via hadronic interactions with the Inter Stellar
Medium (ISM) where neutral pions will be produced which decay into two
photons. Electrons can produce gamma-rays via Inverse Compton (IC) scat-
tering where low energy photons (for example from the infra-red background
light or a local radiation field) are up scattered to gamma-ray energies.
The acceleration mechanism for the primary CR is not certain but diffusive
shock acceleration [42] is widely believed to be the main mechanism. In this
model particles are accelerated by crossing a shock front multiple times gain-
ing energy every time.
Following is a short description of some known gamma-ray sourc types. This
list is by no means complete. For a more in depth review see [43].
13
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Gamma Ray Bursts
Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) are brief flashes of high energy photons. GRBs
were first observed in 1973 by the Vela satellite. For a long time most ex-
planation considered GRBs to be of galactic origin due to the high lumi-
nosity of GRBs. In 1997, the BeppoSAX satellite [44] was able to associate
a GRB with a galaxy [45]. It became clear that GRBs are the most lu-
minous single events known, even detectable on cosmological scales. It is
believed that the emission is focused in two beams emitted back-to-back be-
cause an isotropic energy release would be incredible high. For example,
the GRB ”GRB 080916C” would have had an isotropic energy release of
Eiso ≈ 8.8 · 1054 ergs = 8.8 · 1047 J in the emitted in the energy range from
10 keV up to 10 GeV [46] which corresponds to approximately 4.5 times the
sun’s mass released in energy within seconds.
Today GRBs are classified into to groups, short and long GRBs. Short GRBs
last not longer than 2 s. It is believed, that short GRBs are due to a neutron
star merging with an other compact object like another neutron star or black
hole.
GRBs longer than 2 s are called long GRBs. This type of GRBs seems to
be linked to core-collapse supernovae of massive stars with a mass above 25
solar masses [47].
Blazars
Blazars are a type of Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN). It is believed that the
engine of blazers is the central super massive black hole of a galaxy. The
in falling matter forms an accretion disk from which two relativistic jets are
emitted back to back. The Doppler boosting in the jet amplifies any flux
stemming from the jets [48].
Blazars are known to have a variable flux with flares on time scales of minutes
[43] in different energy bands. The observation of the flares in different
energy bands is important as it can constrain the emission process but the
flares are hard to observe for Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes
(IACTs) as the flares are not predictable and the Field of View (FoV) of an
IACT is rather small (for H.E.S.S. 5◦). Alarms from other experiments with
bigger FoV, which can easier monitor Blazers, are used to trigger Target of
Opportunity (ToO) observations.
Furthermore blazars allow the study of other physics. As blazars are visible
at cosmological distances the Extragalactic Background Light (EBL) can be
probed. The EBL consists of the light emitted by galaxies. As gamma rays
propagate through the universe they can interact with the EBL creating an
14
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e+e− pair modifying the spectrum of blazars at high energies [49].
Constrains on axions models is another topic that can be probed with blazar
observations [50]. Axions are candidates for DM, see Chapter 2. They can
be probed with blazar observations because photons can, in a magnetic field,
convert into axions and vice versa. This oscillation can leave an imprint
on the blazars gamma-ray spectrum, for example a high energy photon can
convert into an axion close to the blazar and back into a photon close to
Earth escaping EBL absorption increasing the expected gamma ray flux at
high energies.
Supernovae
Massive stars, with masses above 10 solar masses [51], will become super-
novae. In the explosion the outer layers will be thrown into inter-stellar
space, forming a supernova remnant. Due to the explosion a shock travels
through space. When this shock hits the ambient ISM high energy particles
are produced. After the acceleration hadronic interaction with the ISM will
lead to gamma-rays due to π0 decays. Supernovae are considered to be the
main source of galactic CR [52].
3.2 The Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Teles-
cope Technique
The Earth’s atmosphere is opaque to photons above energies of around 10 eV.
Therefore satellite experiments were the first ones to observe the high energy
sky. From tens of MeV up to several hundreds of GeV satellites work well
but for VHEs gamma-rays fluxes become too small for satellites to acquire
enough statistics in a reasonable time. Furthermore the rather small size of
satellites limits their energy and angular resolution for VHEs gamma-rays.
Bigger satellites are not feasible cost wise.
At VHE an other technology is needed, IACTs. IACTs use the atmosphere
as a calorimeter. Particles entering the atmosphere produce particle show-
ers which can be observed via the Cherenkov radiation produced by the
charged particles in the shower. All current IACT experiments are using an
array of telescopes consisting of 2–5 telescopes for stereoscopic observations.
The stereoscopic observation of showers allows gamma/hadron separation
and good event direction reconstruction. For this work the current running
H.E.S.S. and the future CTA are used. Details on the data analysis and back-
ground reduction are explained in the respective sections. Basic principles of
the IACT technique will be described in the following sections.
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3.2.1 Air Showers
Electromagnetic showers
Electromagnetic showers, showers that are induced by photons, electrons or
positrons, are very regular because only pair production and bremsstrahlung
occurs, two very similar interactions. Therefore a simple model, the Heitler
model [53], can be applied to derive the basic properties of an electro-
magnetic shower. A sketch of the model is shown in Figure 3.1. The Heitler
model omits the differences between the interaction lengths and all statis-
tical fluctuations of the interaction length meaning every interaction length
X0 photons produce an e
+e− pair and each lepton produces a photon via
Bremsstrahlung. After n interaction lengths there are 2n particles. In the
Heitler model the energy is distributed equally over all particles, meaning
in the n-th step each particle has En =
E0
2n
with E0 being the energy of the
primary particle. The shower continues until the energy of the electrons and
positrons is below the critical energy Ec where energy loss by Bremsstrahlung
is equal to the energy loss by ionization. For air the critical energy is at




≈ 13 interactions with Nmax = EcE0 ≈ 1 · 10
4 particles in
the shower with an average of 1/3 of them being photons and 2/3 electrons
and positrons.
Figure 3.1: Sketch of the Heitler model [53]. The incident photon pro-
duces an e+e− pair. The electron and the positron each produce photons via
Bremsstrahlung. The photons produce again e+e− pairs. This process continues
until the energies go below the critical energy. All interaction length differences
and statistical fluctuations are omitted in this model.
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Hadronic Showers
In contrast to electro-magnetic showers hadronic showers, mostly induced by
protons but also heavier nuclei, have a complicated structure. The hadronic
interactions will produce many charged particles with different masses giving
an irregular emission region for the Cherenkov light. In this hadronic interac-
tions many pions will be produced. The charged pions will decay into myons
and neutrino pairs. The neutral pions will produce electromagnetic sub-
showers via the π0 → γγ decay and will therefore lead to a background that
must be dealt with. Because the pions are produced in similar amounts one
third of the primary particle is deposited in the electromagnetic sub-showers.
3.2.2 Cherenkov Radiation
When a charged particle moves in a medium with a velocity higher than the
speed of light in that medium the particle can emit coherently light known
as Cherenkov radiation [54]. From geometric considerations, see the sketch










with β being the speed of the particle divided by the speed of light in vacuum
and n the refractive index of the medium and t the time since the emission




must be satisfied. Considering a 1 TeV particle in 10 km height emitting
Cherenkov light, it will illuminate an area with a radius of around 250 m at
sea level.
The number of photons N emitted per unit length in a given wavelength











with α the fine-structure constant, z the charge of the radiating particle, λ
the wavelength and dx the length over which the radiation occurs. For a
1 TeV primary photon this leads to approximately 100 photons per m2 in the
300 nm to 600 nm wavelength range at sea level in the light cone produced
by the shower [56].
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Chapter 4
Dark Matter Searches In Dwarf
Galaxies With H.E.S.S.
Dwarf Galaxies are as their name suggests small galaxies consisting of up to
a few ten billions of stars. In contrast to normal galaxies, dwarf galaxies do
not show any signs of star formation. Furthermore no astrophysical gamma-
ray source was found in dwarf galaxies up to today. High mass-to-luminosity
ratios suggest high concentrations of DM. Furthermore the DM cores of dwarf
galaxies are expected to be point-like targets for IACTs and can be analysed
with standard analysis methods. Therefore dwarf galaxies are considered
promising targets for DM searches.
4.1 The H.E.S.S. Array Experiment
H.E.S.S. is an array of initially four telescopes (CT1 - CT4), with a dish
diameter of 12 m, placed at the corners of a square with side length of 28 m
located in the Khomas Highland in Namibia, Africa. In 2012 a large sized
telescope (CT5), with a mirror area of 614 m2, was placed in the center of
the array. The array with all five telescopes is also referred to as H.E.S.S. II,
see Figure 4.1. Since CT5 only started to take data in 2013 there were no
dwarf data with CT5 available when this work was done. Therefore, in the
reminder of this work the term H.E.S.S. will only refer to the H.E.S.S. array
consisting of CT1-CT4.
The four telescopes allow a stereoscopic reconstruction of air showers ob-
served by at least two telescopes. The stereoscopic observation improves
background discrimination, event direction and energy reconstruction.
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Figure 4.1: The H.E.S.S. II array locate in the Khomas Highland in Namibia.
4.2 Background Reduction
Gamma-ray sources are relatively faint objects. The brightest, steady and
point-like gamma-ray source, the Crab Nebula, has a gamma-ray flux above
1 TeV of around 2 · 10−11 cm−2s−1 [57] leading to around 6 gamma events
per minute for the H.E.S.S. array. Compared to the typical trigger1 rate of
the H.E.S.S. cameras of around 800 Hz [58] it is obvious that a background
reduction is important.
Many of these events are from muons and Night Sky Background (NSB) and
are only triggering one camera at a time. Therefore H.E.S.S. requires at
least two telescopes triggering at the same time. This array trigger lowers
the trigger rate of H.E.S.S. down to about 300 Hz. For more details on the
H.E.S.S. trigger system refer to [59].
The recorded images still have pixels containing NSB, therefore an image
cleaning is used, usually the 0510 image cleaning, meaning only pixels that
have an intensity of at least 5 p.e.(photoelectrons) and at least one neighbour-
ing pixel with at least 10 p.e. are used for further parameter determination.
The other pixels are set to 0 p.e. so the pixels do not contribute to in further
steps of analysis.
After the image cleaning the majority of the recorded events are hadronic
events from protons or heavier nuclei. Therefore a gamma-hadron separation
must be applied to reduce background contamination further. For the dwarf
stacking a MultiVariate Analysis (MVA) [60, 61] is used. MVA is based on
Boosted Decision Trees (BDTs). The parameters used to train the BDT are
based on Hillas Parameters [62]. For more details on the training parameters
refer to [61]. MVA improves the gamma-hadron separation compared to the
1At least 3 pixels in one camera have more than 5 p.e.
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Figure 4.2: Sketch of the event direction reconstruction. The intersection of the
major axis determines the reconstructed direction. With this method H.E.S.S.
reaches an angular resolution θ of 0.1◦.
standard cut based analysis [57] by more then 20% depending on energy and
zenith angle [61].
Furthermore the direction of each event is reconstructed. Gamma ray like
events produce an elliptically shaped image in the cameras. The intersection
point of the major axis of at least two camera images is the reconstructed
direction, see Figure 4.2 for a graphic illustration. The angular resolution θ
of H.E.S.S. using this stereoscopic direction reconstruction is about 0.1◦ in
the TeV region.
Even after the gamma-hadron separation there are still hadronic events that
are misidentified as gamma-ray events. Therefore the remaining background
is estimated from events in the same FoV. In this work the reflected back-
ground method is used [57]. In Figure 4.3 a schematic sketch is shown.
Typical observations are not pointed directly at the target position (”×”)
but have an offset observation position (”+”). Assuming that the accep-
tance in the FoV is only dependent on the radial distance to the observation
position background regions (red shaded areas) can be found that have the
same angular distance to the observation position as the signal region (blue
shaded area) and therefore the same acceptance. By counting the events in
the signal and background region the excess events in the signal region can
be calculating as
nexcess = nOn − αnOff (4.1)
where nOn is the number of events in the signal region, nOff the number of
events in all background regions summed up and α the normalization factor
defined as the number of signal regions (usually 1) divided by the number of
background regions.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic view of the reflected background method [57]. The ”+”
denotes the pointing position of the telescopes. The ”×” in the blue shaded region
denotes the target position. The blue shaded region marks the signal region,
the red shaded regions mark background regions. The background regions have
the same offset to the observation position as the signal region to ensure same
acceptance in all regions. Original schematic taken from [57].
4.3 Dwarf Galaxy Data Set & Analysis
Over the years H.E.S.S. observed several dwarf galaxies. On the most promis-
ing ones DM searches were carried out [63–65]. All the limits are still far away
from the relic density inferred annihilation cross-section. The limits can be
further improved by combining the data sets. In this work 6 dwarfs were
used for a stacking analysis. The data sets parameters and standard analysis
results (Nexcess, σ) for the 6 dwarfs is listed in Table 4.1.
The data analysis was done using the HESS Analysis Program (HAP) ver-
sion hap-12-03-pl01 using Toolkit for MultiVariate Analysis (TMVA) [61]
for gamma-hadron separation. TMVA is a special MVA implementation for
H.E.S.S.. TMVA uses 6 parameters on which the BDT was trained, Mean
Reduced Scaled Width (MRSW), Mean Reduced Scaled Length (MRSL),
Mean Reduced Scaled Width Off (MRSWO), Mean Reduced Scaled Length













〈Wi〉 is the mean expected width for a gamma-ray obtained from simulations.
Wi is the measured width and σi the spread of 〈Wi〉. The weighting ωi is
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NOn NOff α Nexcess θ̄(
◦) z̄(◦) Tobs(h) σ
Sculptor 177 3664 0.05 3.0 0.8 14.2 12.14 0.2
Carina 268 4793 0.05 7.8 0.7 33.5 22.29 0.5
Leo II 30 1962 0.02 −10.0 1.7 51.0 1.73 −1.7
Fornax 30 1468 0.02 −1.8 1.8 12.6 5.98 −0.3
Coma-Berenices 67 788 0.07 12.1 0.5 47.6 3.90 1.5
Sagittarius 1913 36497 0.05 56.7 0.7 16.0 98.61 1.3
Table 4.1: Used dwarf galaxy data set and basic analysis results. Given are
number of On events NOn, off events NOff , normalization factor of On and Off
region alpha, calculated number of excess events Nexcess, the mean offset θ̄ and
mean zenith z̄ in degree, live time Tobs in hours and the calculated significance σ.
defined as ωi = 〈Wi〉
2
/σ2i . MRSL is defined in the same way but for the length.
MRSWO and MRSLO are the respective mean reduced scale parameters
for hadronic events. These two parameters distributions are obtained from
simulated background regions also called Off-regions. Xmax is the shower
maximum, the height where the shower reaches its maximum number of
particles. ∆E/E is the relative average spread of reconstructed energy from
all triggered telescopes which still have non zero pixels after image cleaning.
The trained BDT delivers one value ζ for each recorded event. ζ is a measure
for the gamma-ray likeness of the event on which the final gamma-hadron
separation cut is performed. The cut values are determined from simulations
for different zenith angles and energies. For this work the standard-ζ cut
is used meaning the ζ cut value is chosen such that the gamma-efficiency is
84% [61].
The observations were done in the wobble observation mode, meaning that
the observation position and the target position are offset by an angle between
0.5 and 1.8, see Table 4.1 for the mean offset for each dwarf. This observation
mode allows the usage of the reflected background method, described in the
last section, for background estimation [41].
4.4 J-factors For Dwarf Stacking
The J-factors used in this work were provided by Gregory D. Martinez who
used line-of-sight velocity measurements to constrain the dark matter halo
profile parameters for the dwarfs using a Bayesian multi-level modelling de-
scribed in [36]. Because only the line-of-sight velocity can be measured there
are ambiguities when the measurements are used to derive a underlying mass
profile [66, 67] and therefore the analysis is strongly dependent on the prior
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assumptions. The multi-level modelling is used to constrain the prior by first
modelling all dwarfs together given their velocity dispersions, half light radii
and luminosity. The posterior of the first level is then used as a prior to
model the DM distribution for the dwarf galaxies. This method of modelling
reduces the uncertainties due to prior assumptions.
The DM density profiles of all the dwarfs were assumed to be following the
NFW profile from Equation 2.4. The analysis does not only yield the J-factor
but also the uncertainty on the J-factor. Therefore in a profile likelihood anal-
ysis the uncertainties can be included to get more robust limits. The results









Table 4.2: Logaritmic values of the astrophysical factors and the uncertainty
σlog(J) for an integration angle of 0.1
◦.
4.5 Dwarf Galaxy Stacking
Stacking data has several advantages. First of all, adding the data will im-
prove the limits as stacked data sets effectively behave like one data set with
an overall longer observation time. Furthermore, upwards and downwards
fluctuations in single dwarf data sets get smoothed out making the limit more
robust.
The stacking analysis follows the profile likelihood presented by W. A. Rolke
































where P (S) and P (B) are probabilities for observing nOn signal and nOff
background events given the number of ”true” signal events S and ”true”
background events B for the data set. Both are assumed to be Poisson
distributed. P (log(J̄), σlog(J)) is the probabilities that the measured astro-
physical J is realized taking into account the uncertainty σlog(J), log(J) is
assumed to be log-normal distributed. Note that ”log” denotes the natural
logarithm.
The optimal likelihood L0 can be calculated analytically for this case. It
turns out the likelihood is maximal for
S = nOn − αnOff (4.7)
B = αnOff (4.8)
log(J) = log(J0). (4.9)














The likelihood is maximized given the events counts from the observations,
for details see Appendix A for details on the optimizations procedure.








there L0 is the maximized likelihood while L is the maximized likelihood for
fixed 〈σv〉. According to the Wilks’ theorem −2 log(λ) is χ2 distributed [69],
therefore to calculate the 95% upper limit the 〈σv〉 value for which
2 log (λ95%)− 2 log (λ0) = 2.71 (4.12)
holds true must be computed. For the stacked data set, log λ in Equation
4.12 consists of the sum of all log λ of all dwarfs.
For weak signals this method can yield negative true signals counts S, which
also means a negative annihilation cross section, and therefore a non physical
result. To avoid that problem in [68] two methods are suggested. The first
method suggests adding events in the signal region until the estimator for S
is than 0. That method works without a problem if there is only one signal
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region but each dwarf galaxy is a signal region in it self, so for the stacked
data set there is no one signal region.
The second method suggested is to use λ at 〈σv〉 = 0 instead of the best
estimator. The resulting limit will result in a slight over coverage but is easy
to implement therefore the second method was used for negative estimators.
4.6 Stacking Results








with x being the energy divided by the assumed WIMP mass x = E
mχ
. This
spectrum includes the contribution from DM annihilating into WW , ZZ.
The annihilation spectrum was used for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. For x > 1 the annihila-
tion spectrum was set to be zero, because thermal DM will only only produce
gamma rays up to the DM mass.
In Figure 4.4 the limits for every single dwarf galaxy as well as the combined
result are shown. On the left hand side of Figure 4.4 the combined limit
includes the Sagittarius dwarf. It is obvious, that the Sagittarius dwarf dom-
inates the combined limit because the Sagittarius dwarf limit is about two
orders of magnitude lower than the other limits. This is due to the longer
observation time and the higher astrophysical factor.
On the right hand side the combined limit is shown for all the dwarfs except
for the Sagittarius dwarf because the Sagittarius dwarf is tidally disrupted
by the Milky Way [71]. Therefore it is debated if the assumptions for the
J-factor calculations hold true for the core region or if the modelling fails for
Sagittarius.
Compared to the Fermi LAT dwarf stacking results [72], see Figure 4.5 and
Table 4.3 for the used J factors and their uncertainties, the improvement from
single limits to the combined limit is small for the case without Sagittarius
and negligible then Sagittarius is included while the Fermi result show a clear
improvement compared to the single results. This is due to Fermi having a
far more uniform observation of the single dwarfs because Fermi LAT covers
the whole sky in 3 h [73] and has a FoV of 2.4 sr (≈ 103◦) [74]. Therefore
Fermi LAT has more dwarfs, see Table 4.3, and the limits of comparable
dwarfs with similar J-factors are similar.
Furthermore as shown in [75] the uncertainties on the astrophysical fac-
tor are minimal for a special integration angle αc. This optimal integration
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Figure 4.4: 95% CL upper limits from the dwarf stacking for the astrophysical
factors and their uncertainties from Table 4.2. On the left hand side the results
for all six dwarfs are shown. On the right hand side for five dwarfs, excluding
the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy, are shown. The combined limit is dominated by the
Sagittarius dwarf due to the lager livetime and the high astrophysical factor.
Dwarf log10(J [GeV
2cm−5]) σlog10(J)
Bootes I 17.7 0.34
Carina 18.0 0.13




Segue 1 19.6 0.53
Sextans 17.8 0.23
Ursa Major II 19.6 0.40
Ursa Minor 18.5 0.18
Table 4.3: Astrophysical factors and their uncertainties used in the Fermi LAT
dwarf stacking analysis, extracted from [72]. Note that the uncertainties are mostly
lower than the values for H.E.S.S. because the angular resolution of Fermi LAT is
closer to the optimal integration region.
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Figure 4.5: Fermi LAT 95% CL limits of the dwarf stacking for 10 dwarfs with
a bb̄ annihilation spectrum. The uniform observation of Fermi gives similar limits
for the single dwarfs. The stacking improves the limit. Plot from [72].
angle, the angle there the uncertainties on log10(J) become minimal, is de-
pendent on the dwarf but usually is around 0.3◦ to 0.4◦, see Figure 4.6, and is
therefore closer to Fermi LAT angular resolution, which varies between 0.2◦
and 1◦ in the energy range 1 GeV − 100 GeV [76], then to the angular reso-
lution of H.E.S.S. of ≈ 0.1◦. Even if the optimal integration angle is smaller
then Fermi LAT angular resolution the uncertainties on J are normally still
smaller for integration angles > αc then for 0.1
◦.
Though Fermi LAT seems to outperform H.E.S.S. it is important to note
that Fermi LAT can not constrain DM annihilation at energies above a few
TeV because the energy resolution and the effective areas of Fermi LAT be-
come worse so that H.E.S.S. becomes important. The derived H.E.S.S. dwarf
stacking limits are three orders above the annihilation cross-section inferred
from CMB observations, see chapter 2 for the case including Sagittarius and
four orders if Sagittarius is excluded.
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Figure 4.6: Astrophysical factor as a function of the integration angle α for the
four dwarfs that were used in this work and also analysed in [75]. The modelling
uncertainties are minimal for integration angles of > 0.1◦ usally well in Fermi LATs
angular resolution of 0.2◦ − 1◦ [76]. Plots extracted from [75].
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Chapter 5
A Dark Matter Search In The
Galactic Center Region With
The Future Cherenkov
Telescope Array
The best DM limits from H.E.S.S. is from the Galactic Center (GC) re-
gion [77]. As can be seen in Figure 5.1. The limits were calculated for a 112 h
data set. It turns out that the limit is still one order of magnitude above
3·10−26 cm3s−1. Considering the limit should improve with the square root of
the observation time meaning to lower the limit by an order of magnitude a
100 times longer observation campaign would be needed. IACTs have typical
1000 h of observation time per year. It is obvious that current IACTs reached
their limit. A new system is needed. This system will be CTA. CTA will
have improved sensitivity compared to the current generation of Cherenkov
telescopes by at least an order of magnitude. The improved sensitivity will
expand the physics CTA can study compared to current generation IACTs.
Also DM searches will be carried out on many sources like dwarf galaxies,
galaxy cluster and others [78]. In this chapter the prospects for DM halo
searches with different observation strategies are presented. This chapter
will present the prospect for DM searches for CTA in the GC region.
5.1 The Cherenkov Telescope Array
The CTA will be the successor of current IACTs and the first open ob-
servatory for ground based gamma-ray observations. CTA will improve in
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Figure 5.1: H.E.S.S. limits for the GC region. The GC was observed for 112 h.
The limits are one order of magnitude abouve the expected annihilation cross-
section of 3 · 10−26 cm3s−1. The Plot was extracted from [77]. The green squares
represent mSUGRA models that are in agreement with WMAP and collider data.
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Figure 5.2: Artist impression of a possible CTA array.
sensitivity by about an order of magnitude compared to the current gener-
ation of IACTs. Figure 5.2 shows an artist impression of the CTA array.
The energy range will extend from well below 100 GeV to above 100 TeV.
To accomplish these goals CTA will consist of 50-80 telescopes composed of
three different telescope types with different dish sizes.
Different arrays, with different numbers of each telescope type and tele-
scope layout, are under investigation by the CTA Consortium using Monte
Carlo (MC) simulations. For a detailed description of the MC methods and
the array performances see [79]
5.2 The Galactic Center Region
The GC region is an interesting target for DM searches. High resolution
N-body simulations like the Aquarius Simulation [80] and Via Lactea II [81]
predict high DM densities at the GC.
But as can be seen in Figure 5.3 the GC also contains strong astrophysi-
cal sources like the GC source [82], probably related to either the central
Black Hole Sgr A* or the pulsar wind nebula G 359.95-0.04 [83], and diffuse
emission extending 0.3◦ above and below the galactic plane, originating from
hadronic interactions of cosmic rays with molecular clouds [84].
The GC source itself does not pose a problem. It is a well known source con-
tained in a small region with an angular extension of 0.1◦; events originating
from that region can be excluded from the analysis. The diffuse emission on
the contrary has a quite complicated structure, see Figure 5.3. Moreover the
diffuse emission gets weaker with increasing distance to the galactic plane
meaning it can mimic the DM signal. To avoid diffuse emission contamina-
tion, parts of observations with galactic latitude |b| < 0.3◦ are excluded from
the analysis.
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Figure 5.3: The GC region as seen by H.E.S.S.. On the left hand side the
gamma-ray sources SNR G0.9+0.1 (yellow circle) and SgrA* (star shaped marker)
are shown. On the right hand side the strong gamma-ray sources were subtracted
to make faint gamma emissions, like the emission along the galactic plane, visible.
Because the diffuse emission can not be distinguished, by event counts only, from
the DM signal the region with galactic latitude |b| < 0.3◦ is excluded from all
analyses. Both pictures were extracted from [84].
5.3 CTA Candidate Arrays
The final array layout for CTA is not decided yet and several MC studies are
carried out to study the impact of different layouts on possible physics re-
sults. At the time this thesis was written MCs were in the production 1 stage
and only for two arrays off-axis performances were available. The arrays are
simply called Array B and Array E. Array E is an all purpose array consisting
of a total of 58 telescopes with 4 Large Size Telescopes (LSTs), 23 MSTs and
31 Small Size Telescopes (SSTs). Array B is optimized for lower energies with
42 telescopes, only using two sizes of telescopes, 5 LSTs and 37 MSTs, and a
more compact design, see Figure 5.4. Table 5.1 lists the number of different
telescope types and their FoV for the arrays. The effective areas and back-
ground rates used in this section were derived from the IFEA MC analysis.
The IFEA analysis is working with a Hillas parametrization [85] for event re-
construction with added parameters. The added parameters and constrains
are the fraction of light in the two brightest pixels in the ellipsoid, a minimum
of 50 p.e. in the image amplitude and the image centroid must be within the
inner 80% of the FoV. A Random Forest (RF) for background suppression as
used by Major Atmospheric Imaging Cherenkov Telescope (MAGIC) [86] is
also used in the MC. One RF consisting of 100 trees is used for each telescope
type. The RF delivers a single number between 0 and 1 the hadronness for
each image. Depending on the reconstructed energy and offset to the camera
center a cut is applied on the hadronness. The simulations assume that CTA
is at 2000 m altitude and the observations are performed at 20◦ zenith with
an array placed in the southern hemisphere. The hemisphere is important
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Array # LST FoV # MST FoV # SST FoV
E 4 4.6◦ 23 8◦ 31 10◦
B 5 5◦ 37 8◦ 0 −
Table 5.1: Number of telescopes of different size and the FoV of each type for
possible array configurations used in this thesis. For telescope arrangement see
Figure 5.4.
because the charged particles in the shower are deflected by the magnetic
field altering the shower image in the camera and because the GC is visible
at low zenith angle from the southern hemisphere. For a detailed explanation
of the analysis see [87].
In Figure 5.5 the used effective areas are shown. The FoV increases for higher
energy as different sized telescopes become important. To compare Array B
and E a slice through the first off-axis bin is shown in Figure 5.6. From
25 GeV up to around 1.6 TeV Array B has higher effective areas as Array E
due to its more compact layout and the five LSTs.
In Figure 5.7 the rate of remaining background events per second per square
degree is shown. These background events can not be further reduced by the
RF analysis and must be taken into account in the later analysis. Similar
as for the effective areas the FoV increases for higher energies. Also at high
energies the arrays are nearly background free.
In the following sections of this work the standard assumption that the ac-
ceptance of the observation is radial symmetric is used.
5.4 Ring Method
In this section, the Ring Method, a method using the same FoV for signal
and background estimation, will be presented. The advantage of the Ring
Method compared to the On-Off method presented in Section 5.5 is clear,
all observations are carried out in a region were high DM annihilation fluxes
are expected, no time is ”wasted” to take data in control regions. The dis-
advantage on the other hand is that also rather high DM annihilation fluxes
are expected in the background estimation region, therefore lowering the
sensitivity.
5.4.1 Optimizing the Ring Method
A Milky Way halo DM search was carried out by H.E.S.S. [89]. The limit
derived in that analysis is the best DM annihilation limit from IACT, see
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Figure 5.4: Possible CTA array configurations used for this thesis. Circle size
corresponds to telescope size. Array B is optimized for lower energies and has
therefore a more compact design and no SSTs. Array E is an all purpose array
and uses all sizes of telescopes. Picture extracted from [88].
Figure 5.1. In that work the background regions were constructed by search-
ing for pixels that have the same angular distance to the pointing direction as
pixels in the signal region. The analysis has the limitation that the search for
background pixels only considers pixel that are rotated by 90◦, 180◦ or 270◦
with respect to the signal region. In this work this restriction is removed.
The Ring Method, see Figure 5.8 for an illustration of the parameters, is
using a ring around the observation position with inner radius r1 and outer
radius r2 leading to regions with equal acceptance. The Ring Method chooses
the signal region as the part of the ring that has an angular distance to the
GC smaller than ∆cut; the rest of the ring is used as background region.
This construction guarantees the signal region is closer to the GC and there-
fore has a higher DM annihilation flux than areas in the background region.
Furthermore the galactic plane (galactic height |b| ≤ 0.3◦) is excluded from
signal and background regions (yellow area in Figure 5.8)
For each array the parameters ∆cut, r1, r2 and the galactic height of the
observation position b were varied to find the best values to reach a 5σ, as
defined by Li & Ma [90], DM detection as fast as possible assuming the
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Figure 5.5: Off-axis performance of Array B (left) and Array E (right). The color
code represents the effective area in m2. Clearly visible is how the FoV grows with
higher energies. For a projection of the first off-axis bin to compare Array B with
Array E see Figure 5.6.
Array b r1 r2 ∆cut
E 1.42◦ 0.55◦ 2.88◦ 1.36◦
B 1.40◦ 0.44◦ 2.50◦ 1.29◦
Table 5.2: Optimized parameters for the Ring Method using Tasitsiomi profile
[91] and astrophysical factor from the Aquarius simulation [80]. See Figure 5.8 for
a description of the parameters.
with x = E
mχ
and the DM halo profile from the Aquarius simulation [80] to
calculate the signal rate in the signal and background region while the back-
ground rates were estimated using the results of the MC shown in Figure 5.7.
The results show a mild dependence on the DM mass because the FoV of
CTA depends on energy but because the dependence turned out to be small
so that the values averaged over the DM masses were used, see Table 5.2
for optimized values. Also see Table 5.3 for the resulting average integrated
astrophysical factors in the resulting signal regions.
5.4.2 Limit Extraction
In contrast to dwarf galaxies where the expected annihilation region is con-
tained in a small part of the FoV (O(0.1◦)) the annihilation region in halo
searches extends over the whole FoV. Therefore the background estimation
region is expected to contain events from DM annihilation that have has to
be taken into account when calculating the limits. The rate of excess photon
events Rs − αRb, with Rs being the rate of events in the signal region and
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Figure 5.6: Effective areas of Array B (red) and Array E (blue) as a function of
the energy. Due to the more compact layout and the five LSTs the effective areas
of Array B are higher then Array E’s up to an energy of ≈ 1.6 TeV. For higher
energies Array E takes over.
















with α = ∆Ωs/∆Ωb the relative size of signal and background region and
ϕ the angular distance to the GC. With a given observation time, usually
100 h1, and using the Feldmann-Cousin method from [92] the 95% CL upper
limit on the number of excess events can be calculated and translated to a
95% CL limit on 〈σv〉. To calculate the average upper limit instead of putting
the number of signal and background events calculated with the rates directly
into the Feldmann-Cousin algorithm, random Poisson distributed events with
expected value equal to the background and signal event counts were used.
1000 limits for each DM mass were calculated and averaged in the end.
The results for several annihilation spectra taken from [27,28] and an obser-
1100 h are approximately 10% of the observation time available over a whole year and
can reasonably be acquired for a source in one year.
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Figure 5.7: Background rates of Array B (left) and Array E (right). The color
codes represents the background event rates in Hz per square degree.
Method Array J̃s (10
22 GeV2cm−5) ∆Ωs (sr)
Ring E 4.68 0.00117
B 4.43 0.00104
Table 5.3: Average J̃s values for Array E and B, using the Ring method, and
solid angle ∆Ωs of the signal region.
vation time of 100 h can be seen in Figure 5.10. All annihilation channels are
reaching close to or even reach below the expected annihilation cross-section
of 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26cm−3s−1. Especially WIMPs that annihilate mainly into
τ+τ− can be interesting because in a energy range from below 0.1 TeV to
≈ 2 TeV the limit for τ+τ− crosses the 〈σv〉 = 3 ·10−26cm−3s−1 line, meaning
models predicting WIMPs mainly annihilation into τ leptons can be easily
detected or excluded. Additionally, the limits for both arrays are quite simi-
lar with Array B being slightly better then Array E showing the importance
of low energy performance of the array even for high mass WIMPs because
most of the photons that are produced in the annihilation have low energies.
5.5 On-Off Method
The On-Off Method is a method where the background is estimated using
a dedicated background observation, that is called Off observation (in con-
trast to the signal region observation that is called On observation). In other
words typically half of the observation is taken with the telescopes pointing
at a signal free position. The advantage is that the background FoV does not
contain high DM annihilation fluxes giving a cleaner estimate of the back-
ground than the Ring method.
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Figure 5.8: Sketch of the Ring Method showing the construction of signal and
background regions in the FoV. The red star denotes the GC position. The
blue star shows the observation position, which is displaced to the GC by b in
latitude. The annulus with inner and outer radii r1 and r2 around the observation
position defines regions of equal acceptance. The intersection of the annulus with
a circle around the GC with radius ∆cut defines the signal region (blue area).
The remaining area of the annulus (red) is the background region for the analysis.
To avoid contamination from diffuse emission along the galactic plane regions
with galactic latitude of ±0.3◦ (yellow) were excluded from signal and background
region.
It is important for the Off observation, that the zenith and azimuth distri-
bution is the same as in the On observation to ensure same acceptance and
that the data taking conditions in both observations are identical. Same
observation conditions and zenith and azimuth coverage is guaranteed by
a) taking On and Off runs consecutively to minimize changes in atmospheric
conditions and
b) pointing the telescopes to the same zenith and azimuth coordinates at the
beginning of the observations so that the tracking can follow the same path
in zenith and azimuth.
But even if zenith and azimuth distributions are the same and the atmo-
spheric conditions does not change, the Off observations can have signifi-
cantly different data rates due to differences in the NSB and number of stars
in the FoV. This thesis assumes that all the systematics of NSB and stars
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Figure 5.9: 95% CL upper limits for Array B and E using three different anni-
hilation spectra and an observation time of 100 h. τ+τ− is especially promising.
in the FoV are well understood and under control by the time CTA is oper-
ational.
On-Off observations have the advantage that the difference of the astrophys-
ical factor of the FoVs is higher than in the Ring-Method possibly leading to
higher sensitivity.
As in the Ring Method the areas with galactic latitude of ±0.3◦ is excluded
from the signal region. To ensure exactly same acceptances in the back-
ground region the corresponding areas in the background region are also ex-
cluded. An interesting feature of the On-Off method used with CTA is that
the effective FoV increases with the DM mass because the different telescope
types have different energy thresholds and different FoVs. The increased FoV
yields higher astrophysical factors for higher DM masses, see Table 5.4. As
expected the astrophysical factor is higher than for the Ring method.
The limit calculation proceeds analogue to the limit calculation for the Ring
Method except that the observation time is assumed to be evenly divided
between On and Off observations. The results can be seen in Figure 5.10
where the limit from 50 h + 50 h On-Off data is compared to limits for the
Ring Method with 100 h of data. Both methods are using the Tasitsiomi
annihilation profile. As expected the On-Off Method performs better over
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Method Array mχ (TeV) J̃s (10
22 GeV2cm−5) ∆Ωs (sr)
On-Off E 0.1 16.4 0.00751
1 19.7 0.01044
10 28.7 0.02211
On-Off B 0.1 16.4 0.00751
1 22.8 0.01384
10 28.7 0.02211
Table 5.4: Average J̃ factors for Array E and B using On-Off. Because telescopes
have different energy thresholds the FoV changes and therefore also J̃s and the solid
angle ∆Ωs.
the whole mass range. Both arrays reach 〈σv〉 = 3 ·10−26cm−3s−1 with Array
B again giving better results due to the lower energy threshold.
5.6 Summary
As shown in this section CTA has the potential to reach the annihilation
cross-section expected from the relic density calculations with halo searches
regardless of the method used. This is a great improvement compared to
current IACTs. CTA could be the first Cherenkov telescope able to probe
different DM models. Even though the annihilation spectra used in this
work are all conservative spectra in the sense that the spectra do not have
any enhancements like internal Bremsstrahlung [93] or the Sommerfeld en-
hancement [94] which would improve the limits even further.
Even though the On-Off method yields better limits, the Ring Method will
probably be used in the future. The improvement of the On-Off method is not
big enough to justify to ”waste” valuable observation time on an empty FoV,
if similar results can be reached with the Ring method while also analysing
interesting standard sources such as the GC source or diffuse emission. That
argument could be weakened by the observation offset used for the Ring
method. In H.E.S.S. the standard observation offset is ≈ 0.5◦. Compared to
that the 1.4◦ offset is considerably higher. But the standard offset for CTA
for point-like sources is not clear yet. The performance of the Ring method
will be affected by the standard observation offset. Furthermore if an inter-
esting gamma-ray source is found in a suitable Off region, for example by an
extra-galactic scan done by CTA, the situation could change in favour for
the On-Off method.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the Ring Method with the On-Off Method. The
limits are calculated for 100 h of data for the Ring Method and 50 h + 50 h for
the On-Off method. The On-Off Method outperforms the Ring Method over the
whole mass range.
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Chapter 6
Summary & Conclusions
Many experiments are dedicated to detect DM via direct and indirect meth-
ods. The indirect methods are looking for particles produced by DM annihi-
lation or decay. Photons are one type of messenger particle. In contrast to
charged messenger particles photons are not deflected by the galactic mag-
netic fields, which allows the direct observation regions where the DM con-
centration is expected to be high.
Figure 6.1 shows various current limits and the limits derived in this thesis.
As shown in this work, with current generation IACT systems it will be hard
to reach the velocity averaged annihilation cross-section implied by CMB
observations making a detection of DM annihilation not probable. Limits
derived from dwarf galaxy observations by H.E.S.S. are two orders of magni-
tude above the relic annihilation cross section (Section 4). The limits from
GC observations with H.E.S.S. [77] are one order of magnitude better be-
cause the expected DM density is higher but still the limits are too high to
yield results that could exclude interesting DM candidates.
Much longer observations to improve the limits significantly are not feasible
as the limit scales only with the square root of the observation time. There-
fore the future CTA is needed for DM searches with Cherenkov telescope
experiments. As shown in Section 5 the limits for CTA GC halo searches
will reach the relic annihilation cross-section in a WIMP mass range from
≈ 100 GeV up to several TeV. As seen in Figure 6.1 the CTA GC limit
will be better than the Fermi dwarf galaxy stacking for DM masses above a
few 100 GeV. Even considering that Fermi will continue to accumulate more
data from dwarf observations (green dashed line in Figure 6.1) CTA will still
outperform Fermi at energies above 200 GeV. Together CTA and Fermi will
be able to probe WIMP candidates from ≈ 10 GeV up to a few TeV.
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Figure 6.1: Comparision of DM velocity averaged annihilation cross-section lim-
its from gamma-ray observations. The dotted black line is the velocity averaged
annihilation crossection infered from the relic density. The green solid line repre-
sents the dwarf stacking results of Fermi [72] and the dashed green line a scaled
limit for a possible 10 year result for dwarf stacking with Fermi and annihilation
into bb̄, extracted from [95]. Below 500 GeV this limit is the best to date. Above
500 GeV the H.E.S.S. GC region (red) limits takes over [77]. In puple and black are
the results of this thesis. Purple is the limit for the dwarf stacking with H.E.S.S.
(for all six dwarfs). The limit is more than one order of magnitude abouve the
H.E.S.S. GC limits. The solid black line is the limit for CTA GC using the Ring
Method for array B and annihilation into bb̄. The improvement in sensitivity of
CTA compared to current IACTs will allow to reach below 〈σv〉 = 3 ·10−26cm3s−1
for DM masses from around 0.3 TeV to 2 TeV.
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Appendix A
Optimization Of The
Estimators Of Background And
Astrophysical Factor
The log-likelihood for the dwarf stacking consists of three components:
Ps = nOn ln(S +B)− (S +B) (A.1)











(log(J)− log(J0))2 − log(J) ln(10) (A.3)
with S being the expected number of signal events, B the number of expected
background events, J the expected astrophysical factor, nOn the number of
observed events in the signal region, nOff the number of events observed in
the background region, α the scaling factor between the signal and back-
ground region and J0 the assumed astrophysical factor. log is the logarithm
for base 10 and ln the logarithm for base e. Note that all additive constants
are dropped here because they will not change the derivatives and the profile-
likelihood later on.
To optimize the log-likelihood means optimizing the parameters B and J for
a given velocity averaged annihilation factor 〈σv〉. It it important to note
that S ∝ 〈σv〉 10log(J) = 〈σv〉 eJ ln(10) and therefore the Equations A.1 and
A.3 are coupled making the estimation of an optimal B value dependent on
the estimation of an optimal log(J) value and vice versa.
The derivatives needed are therefore:
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and
P ′s(log(J)) + P ′J(log(J)) =










Where P ′(x) denotes ∂P/∂x. To optimize the coupled Equations an iterative
numerical approach is used. First Equation A.4 will be solved for B for
a preliminary estimation of log(J). In the first iteration the preliminary
estimation log(J) = log(J0) is used. Then Equation A.5 is optimized for the
value of B obtained in the previous step. After that the new value of log(J)
will be used to optimize B again. These steps are repeated until the old and
new values of B and log(J) do not change any more.
The optimal value in each iteration is calculated using the Newton method
to find the root of the derivatives. The derivative needed for the Newton’s
method for Equation A.4 is:





and for Equation A.5:










As starting value for the Newton method B = nOffα and log(J) = log(J0)
are used assuming that the optimal values for a given 〈σv〉 are close to the
overall optimal values, see Chapter 4.
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Control Software for the CTA
Midium-Size Telescope
Prototype
Figure B.1: The MST prototype in Adlershof, Berlin.
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In 2013 the MST prototype started operation in Adlershof, Berlin. One
of the tasks to be investigated with the MST is to assure that the steel struc-
tures rigidity is high enough to ensure exact pointing for observations. For
that purpose the correlation of local weather data, like wind speed and tem-
perature, and the bending of the steal structure will be studied. A Davis
Vantage Vue, see Figure B.4, Weather Station (WS) is installed on a light-
ning rod close to the MST to provide the data. For specifications see [96].
This weather station had to be included in the CTA control software and the
data taken had to be stored.
The following sections will describe the prototype, the software environment
and the implementation of the weather station into the software environ-
ment.
B.1 The Medium Sized Telescope Prototype
The prototype has a modified Davis-Cotton design reflector [97] with a focal
length of 16 m and a dish diameter of 12 m. A picture of the prototype can
be seen in Figure B.1. The dish is equipped with real and dummy mirrors.
While the dummy mirrors just emulate the weight of real mirrors, the real
mirrors will be used to test the alignment procedures using Active Mirror
Controls (AMCs).
Berlin’s high background light level makes any gamma-ray astronomy impos-
sible, therefore no PMT camera is installed on the prototype. To emulate the
weight of a PMT camera a dummy camera with a weight of 2.5 t is installed
on the prototype.
Furthermore the prototype has a drive system so that the prototype can be
steered to any position at the sky. Three Charged-Coupled Device (CCD)
cameras on the structure are used to observe the behaviour of the structure
in different pointing positions under different weather conditions.
B.2 OPC Unified Architecture
OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA) [98] is a well known set of standards
that allow unified access to hardware devices. The use of OPC UA was de-
cided to ensure easy, unified access and easy maintenance of hardware com-
ponents as well as easy installation of new hardware. OPC UA is foreseen
to be a middle layer between hardware and the control framework ALMA
Common Software (ACS) (see following section).
OPC UA is platform independent, meaning OPC UA servers do not have
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to run on the same operating system as the clients. Servers and clients can
be programmed in C++, Java and Microsoft.net, giving developers flexibility.
The functionalities of a OPC UA server include alarms, subscriptions, method
calls and nodes. Nodes are access points in an OPC UA server, for example
a variable. In general it is foreseen to use only method calls and nodes for
data access in the MST prototype.
For the WS an OPC UA server had to be written because the Davis Venta-
ge Vue does not come with an OPC UA server. The server was written by
David Melkumyan using the Java SDK from Prosys [99].
B.3 ALMA Common Software
ACS is a CORBA based software framework designed for the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) observatory [100] to control the
66 radio telescopes and all subsystems that are in the experiment. The
ACS framework is based on a container-component model [101] and allows
to write components in C++, Java and Python allowing for easy software
development and maintainability.
ACS comes with many services important for a large scale experiment like a
logging and alarm system. For more details on the structure of ACS see [102].
The complexity of CTA is on the same level as ALMA. Therefore ACS is
considered as control software for CTA. The MST prototype is a good test-
bench for the control software and therefore ACS is used to control all parts
of the MST including auxiliaries like the WS.
B.4 Sqlalchemy
For future analysis weather data must be stored. It is clear that a relational
(table based) Data Base (DB) is an appropriate solution for the small amount
of data a weather station produces. Important for the selection of the DB
was easy storage from ACS and easy query of archived data. Therefore it was
decided to investigate MySql combined with Sqlalchemy [103]. Sqlalchemy is
a Python package that makes building an Object Relation Mapper (ORM)
and query data with the ORM easy. Sqlalchemy being Python based makes
it possible to include the code for data storage directly in ACS or to write
scripts that connect to ACS and store data.
Two designs were proposed for the MySQL DB, a traditional and a compact
design. UML class diagrams describing both designs can be seen in Figure
B.2 and Figure B.3. Each box in the Unified Modeling Language (UML)
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class diagram represents a table in the MySQL DB. The lines connecting
boxes indicate a relation between table entries in different tables. The tra-
ditional schema used here has six tables for different value types which are
int property value, float property value, enum property value, bit field pro-
perty value, text property value and structured property value. Each value
table contains the value of the property (value) and a corresponding time
stamp (tm). Additional at the same level as the value tables a log table
containing logging information as well as the time stamps indicating when
the conditions were raised and solved (start tm and stop tm) and if logging
is enabled for the property (enabled). These tables also contain a relation to
the property table with property id, indicating which property the value is
related to. As example, values for wind speed and temperature will be stored
both in the float property value but will point to different property entries
via property id. The property table contains the description of the different
properties (name). The table has two relation links to two tables. The first
one is the link to property type which contains information about the prop-
erty type, for example if the property is a monitored read only value such
as weather data or if it is a controllable read and write value like pointing
position. The second table the property table is linked to is the component
table which contains the unique component name the property comes from.
Finally the component table as a relational link to the component type table
giving the type of the component.
The compact schema is similar to the traditional schema. It is missing the
component and component type tables. The information about the compo-
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Figure B.4: The WS is communicating with the console unit via wireless con-
nection. The console is connected to the OPC UA server via a RS-232 to USB
converter. Through the network an ACS component which works as an OPC UA
client gets the weather data. The archiving component then stores the data in a
DB.
B.5 Connecting The Weather Station
The weather station outdoor unit communicates with the console unit via
wireless communication with 868.0-868.6 MHz Frequency Hopping Spread
Spectrum (FHSS). FHSS is a wireless communication system which changes
the carrier frequency according to a pseudo-random sequence ensuring resis-
tance to narrowband interferences [104]. The range of the wireless communi-
cation is 300 m with direct line of sight and 60 to 120 m through walls. The
console has a serial line to connect to a PC. The WS measures:
• inside & outside temperature





For the specifications see [105].
Because newer PC often miss a serial interface a RS-232 to USB Serial
adapter is used. The PC is running an OPC UA server. The server uses
the serial protocol given by the producer [106]. The bytes follow the least
significant byte first order for multi byte values.
Over the network an ACS component acting as an OPC UA client can access
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the server. The WS component is an ACS Java component. On start-up,
the component connects to the OPC UA WS server and accesses the nodes
containing the weather data and provides the data to the rest of the data
acquisition and control system as ACS properties.
The server address as well as the nodes addresses are defined in an xml file.
The connection to the server is managed by a Java package written by David
Melkumyan.
As a last step, an archiving component in the ACS system reads out all the
values in regular intervals and stores them in a DB for later use. See Figure
B.4 for a schematic view of the connections.
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2.1 Rotation curve of the galaxy NGC 6503. The star’s velocity
does not decrease at high distances from the galaxies center as
the luminous matter would suggest (dashed line) but instead
stays constant after ≈ 3 kpc. This behavior can be explained
by introducing a dark halo around the galaxy, indicated by the
dashed dotted line. The dotted line shows the contribution of
interstellar gas. Figure extracted from [5]. . . . . . . . . . . . 5
2.2 Spin-independent WIMP-Nucleon cross section limits for sev-
eral direct DM searches. The best XENON100 limit is com-
pared to limits from several other limits, including DAMA.
The gray areas denote the parameter space of the cMSSM
that is still in accordance with searches at the LHC. Figure
extracted from [15]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
3.1 Sketch of the Heitler model [53]. The incident photon pro-
duces an e+e− pair. The electron and the positron each pro-
duce photons via Bremsstrahlung. The photons produce again
e+e− pairs. This process continues until the energies go be-
low the critical energy. All interaction length differences and
statistical fluctuations are omitted in this model. . . . . . . . 16
3.2 Sketch of the cone formed by Cherenkov radiation. β is the
velocity of the particle in units of the vacuum speed of light
c. The refractive index of the medium is denoted with n and
t is the time since the emission of the Cherenkov light. Taken
from [55]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
4.1 The H.E.S.S. II array locate in the Khomas Highland in Namibia. 20
4.2 Sketch of the event direction reconstruction. The intersection
of the major axis determines the reconstructed direction. With
this method H.E.S.S. reaches an angular resolution θ of 0.1◦. . 21
71
4.3 Schematic view of the reflected background method [57]. The
”+” denotes the pointing position of the telescopes. The ”×”
in the blue shaded region denotes the target position. The blue
shaded region marks the signal region, the red shaded regions
mark background regions. The background regions have the
same offset to the observation position as the signal region
to ensure same acceptance in all regions. Original schematic
taken from [57]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
4.4 95% CL upper limits from the dwarf stacking for the astro-
physical factors and their uncertainties from Table 4.2. On
the left hand side the results for all six dwarfs are shown. On
the right hand side for five dwarfs, excluding the Sagittarius
dwarf galaxy, are shown. The combined limit is dominated by
the Sagittarius dwarf due to the lager livetime and the high
astrophysical factor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
4.5 Fermi LAT 95% CL limits of the dwarf stacking for 10 dwarfs
with a bb̄ annihilation spectrum. The uniform observation of
Fermi gives similar limits for the single dwarfs. The stacking
improves the limit. Plot from [72]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
4.6 Astrophysical factor as a function of the integration angle α for
the four dwarfs that were used in this work and also analysed in
[75]. The modelling uncertainties are minimal for integration
angles of > 0.1◦ usally well in Fermi LATs angular resolution
of 0.2◦ − 1◦ [76]. Plots extracted from [75]. . . . . . . . . . . . 29
5.1 H.E.S.S. limits for the GC region. The GC was observed for
112 h. The limits are one order of magnitude abouve the
expected annihilation cross-section of 3 · 10−26 cm3s−1. The
Plot was extracted from [77]. The green squares represent
mSUGRA models that are in agreement with WMAP and
collider data. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
5.2 Artist impression of a possible CTA array. . . . . . . . . . . . 33
5.3 The GC region as seen by H.E.S.S.. On the left hand side the
gamma-ray sources SNR G0.9+0.1 (yellow circle) and SgrA*
(star shaped marker) are shown. On the right hand side
the strong gamma-ray sources were subtracted to make faint
gamma emissions, like the emission along the galactic plane,
visible. Because the diffuse emission can not be distinguished,
by event counts only, from the DM signal the region with
galactic latitude |b| < 0.3◦ is excluded from all analyses. Both
pictures were extracted from [84]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
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5.4 Possible CTA array configurations used for this thesis. Circle
size corresponds to telescope size. Array B is optimized for
lower energies and has therefore a more compact design and
no SSTs. Array E is an all purpose array and uses all sizes of
telescopes. Picture extracted from [88]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
5.5 Off-axis performance of Array B (left) and Array E (right).
The color code represents the effective area in m2. Clearly
visible is how the FoV grows with higher energies. For a pro-
jection of the first off-axis bin to compare Array B with Array
E see Figure 5.6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
5.6 Effective areas of Array B (red) and Array E (blue) as a func-
tion of the energy. Due to the more compact layout and the
five LSTs the effective areas of Array B are higher then Array
E’s up to an energy of ≈ 1.6 TeV. For higher energies Array
E takes over. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
5.7 Background rates of Array B (left) and Array E (right). The
color codes represents the background event rates in Hz per
square degree. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
5.8 Sketch of the Ring Method showing the construction of signal
and background regions in the FoV. The red star denotes the
GC position. The blue star shows the observation position,
which is displaced to the GC by b in latitude. The annulus
with inner and outer radii r1 and r2 around the observation
position defines regions of equal acceptance. The intersection
of the annulus with a circle around the GC with radius ∆cut
defines the signal region (blue area). The remaining area of
the annulus (red) is the background region for the analysis.
To avoid contamination from diffuse emission along the galac-
tic plane regions with galactic latitude of ±0.3◦ (yellow) were
excluded from signal and background region. . . . . . . . . . . 40
5.9 95% CL upper limits for Array B and E using three different
annihilation spectra and an observation time of 100 h. τ+τ−
is especially promising. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41
5.10 Comparison of the Ring Method with the On-Off Method. The
limits are calculated for 100 h of data for the Ring Method
and 50 h + 50 h for the On-Off method. The On-Off Method
outperforms the Ring Method over the whole mass range. . . . 43
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6.1 Comparision of DM velocity averaged annihilation cross-section
limits from gamma-ray observations. The dotted black line is
the velocity averaged annihilation crossection infered from the
relic density. The green solid line represents the dwarf stacking
results of Fermi [72] and the dashed green line a scaled limit
for a possible 10 year result for dwarf stacking with Fermi and
annihilation into bb̄, extracted from [95]. Below 500 GeV this
limit is the best to date. Above 500 GeV the H.E.S.S. GC
region (red) limits takes over [77]. In puple and black are the
results of this thesis. Purple is the limit for the dwarf stacking
with H.E.S.S. (for all six dwarfs). The limit is more than one
order of magnitude abouve the H.E.S.S. GC limits. The solid
black line is the limit for CTA GC using the Ring Method for
array B and annihilation into bb̄. The improvement in sensi-
tivity of CTA compared to current IACTs will allow to reach
below 〈σv〉 = 3 · 10−26cm3s−1 for DM masses from around
0.3 TeV to 2 TeV. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46
B.1 The MST prototype in Adlershof, Berlin. . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
B.2 UML class diagram of the traditional schema for the MySQL
database for the MST. Each box is a table in the DB and
the lines show relations between tables. See the text for a
description of the individual tables and their content. . . . . . 53
B.3 UML class diagram of the compact schema for a MySQL
database. Each box is a table in the DB and the lines show
relations between tables. See the text for a description of the
individual tables and their content. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54
B.4 The WS is communicating with the console unit via wireless
connection. The console is connected to the OPC UA server
via a RS-232 to USB converter. Through the network an ACS
component which works as an OPC UA client gets the weather
data. The archiving component then stores the data in a DB. 55
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